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1. Website
The skeleton is done and I have begun inputting the content. Changes to the layout and theme
need to be made but it is taking shape and should be ready to replace the old one in the next
few weeks. I haven’t yet received all the Director profiles. There is going to be a section of Meet
the People with profiles of five households to give site visitors an idea of the WH residents. All
five have agreed and are drafting profiles.
2. Social Media
Still going well, with around two to three likes or followers each week.
3. Horgabost Pontoon & Shed
I am compiling quotes from seven shed manufacturers, based on standard measurements, with
final choice depending on interested parties, budget and the Grazings, with whom we intend to
meet soon to discuss the project. I have an updated quote from FusionMarine for the pontoon
and am awaiting a quote from Specialist Welding Services, as well as more information from
FusionMarine about a site visit and seabed survey. LEADER is getting back to me within a month
when more funding has become available and was very positive due to the immediacy of the
project and the established benefit to the area.
4. Horticulture Group
Of the twenty three residents who initially expressed an interest, seven were able to attend the
meeting on Tuesday January 15 to establish what everyone was interested in etc. The consensus
was that a polytunnel would be preferred and I have been researching different ones as well as
Keder houses, which can withstand up to 130 mile winds and have a 10 year guaranteed
lifespan. Fiona Toor is helping with the cost estimates for the application.
5. Beach Festival
Planning is well underway.
6. Friends of WH
A year’s membership (£20) came in on Wednesday along with a donation of £5.

